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Abstract
In addition to advancing the forefront of science through state-of-the-art research, we must also support the
education of upcoming researchers and potential pioneers. With each generation that continues to expand
our knowledge, it is important to lay the groundwork that enables the next one to continue our legacies. The
eld of space exploration is the next great unknown with near-innite potential for future scientic growth
and discoveries. Due to the relatively unfamiliar territory and safety-critical nature of space missions, we
typically depend on more experienced and skilled resources for solutions. The ManitobaSat-1 outreach and
educational program aims to bring space to classrooms and give elementary school students an opportunity to
be involved in a real-life mission. The Canadian Space Agency's Canadian CubeSat Project was developed
as an educational program for universities to gain experience with space missions, but we plan to take it
further and expand our scope to reach the elementary level. The ManitobaSat-1 mission objective includes a
payload experiment designed and administered by students from the Interlake School Division. The students
have designed an experimental gnomon which supports our primary payload and will study its applications
for attitude determination systems. The gnomon acts as a pointing indicator and is placed alongside our
geological samples which require an incidence angle of 30° with respect to the sun vector. The students are
provided an opportunity to undergo all phases of a space program from mission concept design to launch.
Our educational program seeks to equip up and coming innovators not only with science and engineering experience, but with teamwork, creativity, project management, and technical writing skills. With our eorts,
we aspire to shine a light on the importance of involving students at an earlier stage in their education to
bolster their knowledge and experiences.

Introduction
The Canadian Space Agency (CSA) launched the "Canadian CubeSat Project" (CCP) in 2018 with the
goal of engaging university professors and students in space mission design and operations [1]. Through this
national initiative, 15 university teams across Canada were awarded funding for the unique opportunity to
design and build their own small satellite called a CubeSat. A CubeSat is a miniaturized spacecraft designed
to be as small as 1 unit or 1U (10 x 10 x 10 cm), and weigh approximately 1 kg. CubeSats are often used
for demonstrating technologies, research, education, and are sometimes used for commercial purposes [2].
This ongoing trend in spacecraft miniaturization is motivated by the idea to "do more with less" by reducing
footprint size and cost while maximizing the mission's scientic impact.
Due to the safety-critical nature of space missions, tradition and ight heritage are taken into great consideration when designing spacecraft and rigorous testing and verication is required. The space industry has
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been hesitant to adapt novel technologies and generally relies on skilled engineers and scientists with years
of experience [3]. This results in space missions that cost millions of dollars and take a decade to design
and build. The nanosatellite platform is one example of space mission technology that is driven by bringing
down the barrier of entry for testing new technologies and conducting scientic investigations.

CubeSats

are inherently less expensive, easier, and faster to manufacture than typical large spacecraft, which lends
to more freedom in taking risks with new technologies and oers valuable research opportunities. CubeSats
also greatly increase the accessibility of spacecraft missions, allowing student teams to design, build, and
launch their own spacecraft. Designing CubeSats challenges a team's creativity and ingenuity due to having
very limited resources. The spacecraft shall be able to t within a small volume and generate its own power
while performing all the required functionalities to meet the mission success criteria. The eort of spacecraft
miniaturization in turn drives us to create new and more ecient technologies.
The primary objective of the ManitobaSat-1 program is to expose students to key aspects of space science and
satellite engineering [4]. Since the dawn of the space program, Manitoba has played a key role in Canada's
space industry, training Highly Qualied Personnel (HQP) in elementary schools, high schools, community
colleges, Universities and through direct internships with industry.

While the CCP is CSA's endeavor to

expose universities to space missions, our team has taken this goal further to provide the same opportunity
to elementary school students from Interlake School Division's Space Club. The ManitobaSat-1 project includes a scientic experiment that is designed, built, and operated by middle school students. Through our
outreach we aim to share our knowledge and teach them not only science and engineering, but other useful
skillsets such as teamwork, creativity, project management and technical writing. By involving the Space
Club students in every step of the mission, from Phase A (concept development) to E (operations), we strive
to instill a passion for space and a strong foundation for their knowledge.

The ManitobaSat-1 Mission
The ManitobaSat-1 team architecture is a team of teams, crossing provincial boundaries and encouraging
academic and industrial partnerships.

Our mission is a collaboration between:

the University of Mani-

toba Space Technology and Advanced Research Lab (UMSTAR Lab), the University of Winnipeg Planetary
Spectrophotometer Facility (PSF), the York University Nanosatellite Laboratory, Interlake School Division's
Space Club, and Magellan Aerospace. Each bring their own expertise to establish a well-rounded and procient team. The PSF, along with Dr. Ed Cloutis, constitute the payload science team which specializes
in astrogeology. York University, with Dr. Regina Lee, specializes in Attitude Determination and Control
Systems, and the spacecraft will serve as an on-orbit demonstration platform for their new sun sensor. Space
Club is responsible for our secondary payload experiment of a gnomon, which aids in attitude determination.
UMSTAR Lab will be delivering the rest of the satellite bus that integrates all the subsystems together in
one 3U-sized spacecraft, supported by our experience and heritage from competing in the Canadian Satellite Design Challenge [5,6].

Finally, Magellan Aerospace lends their mentorship and expertise in satellite

systems and manufacturing to the students, along with use of the Advanced Satellite Integration Facility
(ASIF) jointly owned with the University of Manitoba.
The secondary objective of the ManitobaSat-1 Program is to explore how the space environment changes the
optical properties of asteroids and the Moon over time. Asteroid surfaces exposed to the space environment
undergo various changes that relate to factors such as solar heating, vacuum desiccation, and solar wind
bombardment [7]. These factors are termed "space weathering" and they change the visual appearance of
asteroids, which aects our ability to relate asteroids as seen by spacecraft and telescopes to meteorites as
measured in the laboratory [8]. ManitobaSat-1 will investigate how space weathering aects asteroids and
the Moon by exposing a variety of meteorites and lunar analogues to the space environment in low Earth
orbit and monitoring changes in their optical properties over the lifetime of the mission.

Our satellite's

research outcomes will supplement the CSA-NASA OSIRIS-REx asteroid sample-return mission orbiting asteroid Bennu [9]. The data we collect will act as a swatch book for scientists to compare an asteroid's surface
properties with those of our samples, which have known chemical compositions. This will allow scientists to
better understand the composition and origins of asteroids. One of the requirements dened by the payload
team state that the geological samples shall be exposed to incoming solar radiation and imaged at an angle
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of 30° to the normal, as shown in gure 1. In addition to the experimental sun sensors, determining the angle
of incoming sunlight to the samples can be done through the implementation of a gnomon on the same plate
as the samples. A gnomon functions like a simple sun dial, where the sun vector angle can be calculated
using the length and direction of the shadow that the gnomon casts. In addition, measurements acquired
from the gnomon will be used to validate data from York University's experimental sun sensors.

Figure 1: Geological samples exposed to solar radiation at 30°

The gnomon experiment was proposed, designed, and will be built by middle years students from a rural
school that are members of the Space Club. The gnomon team is provided with all the available resources
and various workshops from the University of Manitoba, including engineering design techniques, computer
aided design (CAD) modelling, and data analysis. In addition, the Space Club is also involved with preparing
various workshops and materials for outreach to other elementary schools to extend our educational inuence.

Through close cooperation between three Canadian Universities (including Manitoba's two largest

Universities), elementary school students and support from an experienced industry team, the ManitobaSat1 Program is well poised to make a strong positive impact to HQP training in Manitoba and Canada, while
simultaneously contributing valuable and novel scientic data to the space science and space systems engineering community.

Space Club
The Space Club was founded by Maria Nickel for students who displayed interests in science, technology,
engineering and math (STEM) and needed a creative setting to foster their learning through design process
thinking and space applications.

Students in the club engage in various STEM activities such as coding,

robotics, design challenges and astronaut simulations like the Neutral Buoyancy Laboratory at Houston's
Johnson Space Centre. They have been an active group for middle years students within the Interlake School
Division for the past 10 years, and have sent up two experiments to the International Space Station. Space
Club launched the rst elementary school space experiment in Canada in January 2013 and a junior high experiment in August 2017 where they successfully grew tomatosphere seeds on earth that were twice-exposed
to space radiation.

The results of which were published in two papers in the Proceedings of Manitoba's

Undergraduate Science and Engineering Research (PMUSER).
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Space Systems Engineering
The training planned for this project goes far beyond standard classroom lecturing, or even laboratory
experience. By immersing the students into industrial settings, side-by-side with engineers and technicians
from the Canadian space industry, students will receive hands-on experience in satellite assembly, integration,
test, operations and scientic data analysis. The Space Club students will be exposed to each of the phases
(A-E) of space systems engineering with the help of University of Manitoba students. The ManitobaSat-1
mission is currently in Phase B (preliminary design). Some examples of mentorship and learned skills that
students will gain during each phase include:
(A) Concept Development
Detailed mission requirements based on high-level scientic goals are dened in this phase by the
payload team, and the initial concept is developed through research. The most signicant requirement
that drives the gnomon design states that sun vector angle measurements shall be within 5° of accuracy.
The Space Club students drew inspiration for their design from the gnomon called "MarsDial" on the
Spirit Mars Exploration rover [10]. In this phase, the students participated in focused brainstorming
based on a proposed concept, which is when their creativity is engaged with the most freedom.
(B) Preliminary Design
The students start to decompose the mission level requirements into their own gnomon requirements,
where they learn how to write with concise language and quantiable statements.

In this phase,

a preliminary design for the gnomon is developed and dierent ideas are considered using weighted
decision matrices. The students get a chance to apply theoretical concepts learned in class, such as
trigonometry, for designing the geometry of the gnomon. Modelling the gnomon design enables them
to develop their CAD software skills and helps with visualizing design elements for decision making.
An image rendered by one of the Space Club students as a preliminary design is illustrated in gure 2.

Figure 2: Preliminary design 3D model of the gnomon

(C) Critical Design
As more design details are nalized and the complexity increases, students can continue to improve their
CAD skills. Prototyping can also be done in this phase using 3D printing technology available from
the Interlake School Division and the University of Manitoba. In the same fashion as the requirements,
students learn to write verication activities and how to design qualifying tests. Through this they
learn critical thinking and practical laboratory skills. The gnomon team will interface with the payload
and structure teams to prepare for integration with the rest of the spacecraft, and learn how to write an
interface control document. In this phase, design for manufacturability will be considered to ascertain
the feasibility and practicality of constructing the design using available technologies.
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(D) Assembly, Integration & Test
Manufacturing the gnomon lets the students see their own design from concept to construction, and
learn about the aspects of manufacturing engineering such as machining processes, tolerances, and fasteners. They will also conduct the verication tests they designed in the previous phase and integrate
the gnomon with the rest of the spacecraft. This oers an opportunity to access industry-grade facilities such as the ASIF and learn clean room protocol, foreign object debris (FOD) and electro-static
discharge (ESD) safety procedures.
(E) Operations
In the nal and most exciting phase, the students will launch their design into space and wait. Students
perform data processing and analyses through collaboration with other subsystems and compare their
research outcomes with expected values. The York University team will use the data acquired from
the gnomon in conjunction with the experimental sun sensor data to determine performance and
accuracy. The resulting attitude information will verify mission success criteria by checking the sunvector requirement of 30° incidence. The spacecraft will be operated from licensed ground stations and
students are provided the opportunity to take the amateur radio certication test and participate in
the radio communications and operations.
Industrial and academic leaders know that eective teamwork and management skills are central to successful
industries and research programs.

Throughout the phases, the students learn project planning and man-

agement and are empowered to set project milestones, manage risk and maintain eective communication
across the entire ManitobaSat-1 team. The spacecraft follows an iterative design process that teaches them
the engineering design cycle.

Engineering Pedagogy
There are "soft skills" such as leadership and product design that industry expects out of engineers, but are
rarely taught in a formal way. Kumar and Hsiao discuss these such soft skills in [11], suggesting a "ProblemBased Learning" (PBL) methodology. Training through team-based problem solving very closely mimics the
scenarios in which industry operates every day and thus prepares students for everyday engineering solutions.
Similarly, Dym et al discuss the benets of "Project-Based Learning" in [12] to instill fundamental design
skills into graduating engineering students.
The space industry revolves around requirements management through classical systems engineering. Well
thought-out and phrased requirements with logical decomposition and verication will set the stage for a
successful project in technical, budgetary and schedule performance. Pohl covers the fundamentals of systems engineering in [13]. In keeping with the PBL approach, an important aspect of systems engineering
training is to put it to the test in real-world design scenarios.

A partnership with the space engineering

team at Magellan Aerospace is a perfect opportunity to introduce students to the nuances of space systems
engineering by completing a short design project. Kinsner et al discuss the benets of industry and academia
collaboration in the context of a satellite design project with industrial advisors in [5].

Outreach
Public outreach is a signicant part of the ManitobaSat-1 program.

Events at the Manitoba Museum in

Winnipeg, Manitoba as well as the Ontario Science Centre in Toronto, Ontario will raise the awareness of this
program, aerospace engineering and space science to the Canadian public at large. Workshops developed
by our outreach team are delivered alongside science exhibits and oer an exciting and hands-on way to
experience aerospace engineering. The students from Space Club oer their valuable insight to help develop
various classroom activities for all levels that simulate certain aspects of space system design. The learning
outcomes from the outreach workshops mirror the lessons we seek to impart to the Space Club students
throughout the mission.
The ManitobaSat-1 team is dedicated to spreading awareness of our project and engaging with the public to
promote space and inclusion in STEM. To this end, the team is holding a public competition for school-age
children to name the satellite and to design a logo for the mission through an online submission process [14].
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The gnomon team has created their own mission logo shown in gure 3. To kick o these competitions, the
team will hold an outreach event in the science gallery of the Manitoba Museum. The event will aim to raise
awareness of the space engineering work being done throughout Manitoba and all of Canada, in addition to
the specic goals of ManitobaSat-1. Magellan Aerospace, Winnipeg, has a strong reputation for being active
in the Manitoba community and the Manitoba Museum in particular.

Figure 3: Gnomon team logo

Conclusion
Early STEM exposure for students is critical to a successful Canadian space industry.

By involving the

Space Club in the ManitobaSat-1 project, we will expose young students to space technology and guide their
careers into high school and eventually post-secondary school. While HQP training at the post-secondary
level is an important part of developing space technology capabilities in Canada, engaging with younger
elementary students and the rest of the Canadian public is also crucial to furthering the eld. Through the
ManitobaSat-1 outreach program, our goal is to pass on our knowledge and experiences in space systems
design to the next generation of researchers. We achieve this through an immersive and hands-on experience
of designing and building their own payload experiment alongside academia and industry partners. By exposing them to every phase of the mission, we can simulate a real industry experience. By inspiring young
students and the Canadian public at large through our eorts, we can encourage students to pursue STEM
education and ensure ongoing support for space technology development at all levels.
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